Answering customers demand for a brighter and whiter sign, SABIC’s new colors deliver higher light transmission and brightness.

- **LEXAN™ SG504 WH9G628X SHEET** for use with Fluorescent lit and LED applications.
- **LEXAN™ SGC510D WH8G917X SHEET** for use with LED sign applications.

With 30 times the impact strength of acrylic, and 10 times that of “impact-modified” acrylic, LEXAN™ sheet is a polycarbonate material that stands up to everyday punishment while delivering tremendous value.

**BENEFITS**
- Exceptionally bright with high diffusion
- Excellent hiding power (LED version is superior)
- Virtually unbreakable
- Excellent printability or decoration (paint, vinyl and digital inks)
- Easily fabricated
- Dryable and formable masking
- Sustainable: Higher Light Transmission = Same Light Output With Less Fixtures
- Maintains elasticity at high or low temperatures
- Excellent UV resistance
- UL Listed - File # (E121562)

**APPLICATIONS**
- Channel letters
- Flat Cabinet Signs
- Formed production signs
- Lighted display shelving
- Menu boards
- Digital screen signage
- Monument & Pylon signs
LEXAN™ Tough, Virtually Unbreakable
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